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Sopwith Tabloid (Full Scale)
The Sopwith Tabloid and Schneider were British biplanes, originally
designed as sports aircraft and later adapted for military use. They
were among the first types to be built by the Sopwith Aviation Company.
The "Tabloid", so named because of its small size and great speed,
caused a sensation when it first appeared. its performance easily
surpassed the existing monoplanes of the day. A floatplane variant
was prepared and entered the 1914 Schneider Trophy race. Piloted by
Howard Paxton this aircraft comfortably won the competition, the
floatplane variant consequently becoming known as the Sopwith
Schneider. Production orders for both types were placed by the
military, and although the Tabloid only saw limited service in the early
years of the war some Schneiders were still in service at the end of
the war in 1918. Now you can own a WWI classic. The airdrome
aeroplanes full scale replica retains the same character as the
original,
with
pleasant
flying
characteristics
and
great
maneuverability.
This modern version has adopted advanced
construction techniques, todays engine technology and flight
performance qualities that make it a joy to fly!
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Sopwith Tabloid (Full Scale)
Airframe Specifications
Wingspan 25’ 4”

Useful Load 410 Lbs

Wing Area 253 Sq. Ft

Length 22’ 8”

Height 8’ 10”

Empty Wt. 791 Lbs

Wing Loading 4.7 Lbs/Sq. Ft

Cockpit Width 35”

Performance Specifications
Stall Speed 40 mph

Cruise Speed 78

Top Speed 91 mph

Rate of climb 760 fpm

Powerplant Specifications
VW and re-drive- 2332cc

115 Hp

Power/Wt-10.4 lbs/hp

“The Sopwith Tabloid just fly’s incredible, it’s a hoot and I don’t want to quit
flying it!” –Harvey Cleveland
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